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ABSTRACT
Until 1984, the economy of Brazil was heavily organized around the
import substitution model, with large investments by the government
aimed at industrializing the country from within. In the mid 1980s, Brazil’s
crisis-ridden exit from two decades of heavy-handed military dictatorship
brought with it moves towards neoliberalism, opening and deregulating
the economy. Pressure eventually mounted for a move towards the left,
away from the neoliberalism. Since 2000, Brazil has seen a remarkable
turnaround in its economy, one that has lifted all boats and reduced
inequality markedly. Though Brazil’s transition to a mature democracy was
drawn out and chaotic, eventually the country chose to retreat from pure
neoliberalism in favor of a social democracy model. In 2014, 30 years
after the end of the dictatorship, Brazil faced another pivotal moment in
its history.
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S ECTIO N 1: I NTRODUCTION
The major economic and ideological trends emerging in the United
States and the United Kingdom in the early 1980s incorporated
Friedmanite monetarism and a “free market” fetishism with the goal of
freeing business from government restraints of all sorts. As an already
influential economist in the 1960s and consolidating that influence as an
economic adviser to President reagan, Milton Friedman, more than any
other mid-century economist, influenced economic decision-making on
both sides of the Atlantic and around the world. His deregulatory fervor
spread globally through such institutions as the IMF, the World Bank,
academia, and the actions of multinational commercial banks and
investment houses. Friedman’s ideology found adherents in diverse
regions of the world but eventually saw resistance in some countries as it
failed to deliver on its promises.
In the first section of this paper, I consider the political economy of Brazil
from 1984 to 2013. I look at the state of politics and economics in the
early 1980s and the forces at play bringing the country to a significant
turning point in its political and economic life. Twenty years of harsh
military dictatorship and economic overreach culminated in a populist
push for democracy, which first passed through a neoliberal phase and
eventually veered towards more inclusiveness and equity.
In the second section of this paper, I look at Brazil at the present
moment, as protests rack the country in the lead up to the soccer World
Cup. In a classic example of inequality of opportunity threatening to
destabilize society, I look at how lack of opportunities, particularly among
young people and the disadvantaged, is leading to violence and
instability in Brazil’s still deeply unequal society.

S ECTIO N 2: N EO LIBERALISM

IN

B RAZIL 1984–2013

In 1984, the South American sleeping giant of Brazil was stirring and
straining against the ropes of a cruelly repressive military regime that had
kept the country under neocolonial power relations for 20 years. That year
marked the moment when the aging and divided military leadership
recognized that it had lost control not only of the Brazilian economy but
also of the population, the institutions of government, and even of its
own puppet leadership in the Congress (Luna and Klein 2006). It would
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take another 18 years of economic chaos and crisis, political and
ideological reversals, and a painful maturation of Brazil’s nascent
democracy until, in 2002, with the election of President Lula da Silva,
Brazil set its sails decisively against the prevailing winds of neoliberalism.
At the outset of Brazil’s new democracy, income inequality as measured
by the Gini coefficient stood at around 60 points, among the highest
levels of inequality in the world. (See Figure 1, below.) The end of the
dictatorship in 1984–85 saw a brief drop in the Gini to 58, only to be
followed by five years of rapidly rising inequality during the worst period
of Brazil’s decade of hyperinflation, that is from 1985 to 1990. From 1990
inequality barely drifted lower. It was only after the election of Lula in
2002 that the country saw the Gini trend downward and break through
the levels seen in 1984 (Milanovic 2011).
In Brazilian politics and culture, nothing is simple or clear cut. The story of
how Brazil finally arrived at a consensus and retreated from neoliberal
economics has many of the elements of a Brazilian television novela:
tragedy, crisis, love betrayed, melodrama, backstabbing, more crisis, and
finally denouement.
Figure 1: Brazil's inequality, as captured by the Gini coefficient for disposable
income, has long ranked among the highest in the world.

Source: Milanovic, Branko. 2011. “More or Less: Income inequality has risen over the
past quarter-century instead of falling as expected,” Finance & Development 48 (3).
International Monetary Fund.
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2.1 THE PATH FROM THE DICTATORSHIP TO DEMOCRACY
Throughout the 20-year dictatorship, Brazil’s military maintained a
semblance and façade of democracy, but the elections for president were
indirect and always resulted in a new president who was one of the
military’s own. It was only in 1984, after a divided result in the presidential
elections, that the more hardline among the generals were forced to
accept that a transition to true democratic system was inevitable. The
newly elected president was to have been Tancredo Neves, with José
Sarney as his deputy. But in March 1985, the day before his inauguration,
Neves fell ill and died a few days later. Sarney took office as the president
and soon set in motion a process that would lead to the first direct
elections for president of Brazil in 1989 and witness the inauguration of
President Fernando Collor de Mello in March 1990.
The first five years of Brazil’s new democracy were a period of economic
catastrophe, with inflation rapidly escalating from around 10% per month
when Sarney took office to a peak of 83% a month in March 1990. (See
Figure 2.) The immediate effect of hyperinflation, one felt daily by workers
at almost every level of Brazilian society, was the erosion of wages and
savings. Workers saw the purchasing power of a month’s salary dwindle
by half over the course of a month as stores repriced their products
hourly. The only group that managed to escape the corrosive effect of
inflation was the elite, those with connections to the black market or with
(usually illegal) overseas bank accounts, able to purchase U.S. dollars as
soon as they received any income and thus preserve the value of their
savings in hard currency. Hyperinflation effectively wiped out the savings
of the unbanked working poor and gave employers the means of
suppressing wages by the simple expedient of readjusting wages by less
than the inflation rate. The result was that the very rich maintained their
savings while the poor were substantially worse off.
Inflation only peaked at 83% in March 1990 because of the economic
shock tactics of the incoming Collor government. The day after taking
office, his government blocked access to bank accounts and effectively
confiscated the savings of the middle class — the much-loathed Plano
Collor I (First Collor Plan). Even wealthy Brazilians saw their bank accounts
frozen but in typical Brazilian fashion, were often able to pull strings to
get their funds released.
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Figure 2: Monthly inflation rates in Brazil from 1979–2009

Source: Miriam Leitão, Saga brasileira, 2011, Rio de Janeiro: Record. Note the
accumulated inflation from 1979–94 of 13 billion percent.
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Despite his early interventionist action, the thrust of Collor’s policies over
the two years of his government until he was impeached for corruption
was largely guided by neoliberal ideology.
Collor’s policies represented the first decisive steps away from the import
substitution model (Galbraith 2012) towards opening the Brazilian market
up to foreign investment and foreign competition, though progress was
limited by the continuing economic crisis and eventually by his
impeachment. Collor was succeeded in the presidency in 1992 by his
deputy Itamar Franco who continued with Collor’s deregulation and
privatization drive.

2.2 DEMOCRACY BRINGS A SHIFT TO THE LEFT
In 1993, Franco chose leftist senator Fernando Henrique Cardoso as his
finance minister, and it was Cardoso, with the help of a group of
economists from P.U.C., the Catholic University in Rio de Janeiro, who
finally tamed Brazil’s persistent inflation with the introduction of the Real
as the new currency in 1994. With this success behind him, Cardoso ran
for the presidency in 1994 and won handily against union organizer Luis
Inácio Lula da Silva, of the Partido dos Trabalhadores (Workers’ Party).
Figure 3. Gini Coefficient based on per capita income.

Source: SEDLAC (CEDLAS and The World Bank), accessed April 15, 2014,
http://sedlac.econo.unlp.edu.ar/eng/statistics-detalle.php?idE=35
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Cardoso’s two-term presidency saw a blessed reprieve from crisis and a
consolidation of the newly instituted Stability Plan. On its own, the end of
inflation and the focus on economic stabilization halted the climb in
inequality. Despite his leftist credentials, Cardoso, like his predecessors,
continued with reforms that would open the Brazilian economy further to
world markets. As Finance Minister, he had renegotiated Brazil’s foreign
debt with international banks, bringing down interest payments during
the 1990s. And he removed the state from production by continuing the
sell-off of state assets. The economy grew modestly during this period
but income inequality remained stubbornly high with the Gini holding at
close to 60 points.
By the end of Cardoso’s second term, the electorate had had enough of
the continuing and palpable unfairness of Brazilian society and was ready
for real change. The 2001 election was the fourth attempt at the
presidency for opposition leader Lula of the PT. In previous elections Lula
and his party had come across as too stridently left-wing to garner
enough support among the middle class. But with some pragmatic shifts
in rhetoric, a coherent platform of reforms particularly aimed at the
working poor, and the acceptance of a coalition partner, Lula eventually
swept to victory with 61% of the votes in the second round of voting and
took office in 2002.
From there, Lula began a series of redistributionist reforms, the most
sweeping of which was the 2003 introduction of the Bolsa Família (Family
Allowance), a conditional cash transfer that currently reaches 12 million of
Brazil’s poorest families and is the largest program of its kind in the world.
This and related efforts aimed at poverty reduction would eventually see
a steady decline in Brazil’s Gini score.
Galbraith (2012) draws interesting connections between the trajectory of
inequality measured across sectors of the Brazilian economy and the
change in the importance and size of two sectors in particular: financial
intermediation, insurance, and real estate on the one hand; and the civil
service, defense, and social security on the other. After the 1999
devaluation of the Real, the FIRE sector declined as the size and income
of the public sector increased, and across-sector inequality showed a
rapid decline from 2000 to 2001. By 2007 the FIRE sector stood at about
half the size it had been in 1996.
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Following the path laid down by Lula, his successor in the presidency,
Dilma Rousseff, has continued to implement a mix of policies. A
pragmatist, her policies on the one hand accept the neoliberal realities
already enacted and that are by now expected by international financial
institutions. And on the other they seek to address the downsides of
those policies through redistribution to the poorest segments of Brazilian
society.

S ECTIO N 3: B RAZIL 2013–14: B RO KEN P RO M ISES
In the approach to the June 12, 2014, opening ceremony of the soccer
World Cup, Brazil appeared to be at a new pivotal moment in the public’s
willingness to accept gradualist declines in inequality and the stage
appeared to be set for a more assertive public policy response. In this
section of the paper, I consider the social and policy factors that have led
to that moment of high social tension, with its potential either to propel
policy forward and extend the decline in inequality that started in the
early 2000s, or if instability escalates, to spark a repressive backlash
against those sectors that are demanding change, letting inequality stall
at its current high levels.
Under the governments of Presidents Lula da Silva and Dilma Rouseff,
Brazil made significant strides to address the dire need of the very
poorest in Brazilian society. From 2002 to 2012, Brazil’s Gini coefficient
(measuring inequality in per capita income) fell from 58 to 52, (see Figure
3 above) and expectations ran high that this decline would continue
apace. Working-class Brazilians held very high hopes of the new
politicians of the left, and disillusionment was bound to follow. Indeed,
Lula arguably made disillusionment inevitable when he signed Brazil on to
host the soccer World Cup in 2014 and the Olympics in 2016. In
promising “FIFA-quality” stadiums and other grandiose games-related
infrastructure projects while basic government services remained seriously
underfunded and inadequate, the Brazilian government guaranteed
cynicism and protest from those who most depend on Brazil’s shaky
public services. Add to the disillusionment a resurgence of police
violence, particularly in the flashpoints of the favelas of Rio de Janeiro,
and the tinderbox of Brazilian society appeared ready to ignite unless
policy could begin to meet public expectations.
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3.1 INDIGNATION IN BRAZIL IN THE RUN-UP TO THE WORLD CUP
From June 2013, the year-long lead up to the soccer World Cup was
marred by escalating violence in the main urban centers of Rio de Janeiro
and São Paulo as well as in many other cities around the country. The
causes behind the many protests ran the full gamut of public service
failings, from the excessive cost of public transportation, to strikes over
teacher pay, to protests against police brutality, the removal of lowincome housing to make way for games-related construction, and
corruption and diversion of public funds intended for public
transportation improvements. (Watts 2014)
The initial spark for protests in June of 2013 was bus fare increases that
would disproportionately affect Brazil’s urban working poor. In Brazil’s
mega-cities, the working poor are clustered either in distant, povertyridden, outer suburbs (referred to as os subúrbios or a periferia) or they
live in centrally located favelas (shantytowns). Workers living in the
subúrbios often commute several hours each way to the urban center or
to the rich inner neighborhoods, on un-airconditioned and crowded
buses. Bus fare increases that took effect in June of 2013 raised the cost
of public transportation for those needing to take just two bus rides each
way to work to over a third of daily earnings at the minimum wage.1 The
fare increases galvanized already growing resentment at the
underfunding, excessive cost, and poor quality of public transportation in
general. Outrage at the increases brought hundreds of thousands of
protestors out onto Brazil’s streets throughout the country in initially
peaceful action, with the result that the increases were rolled back and
the government promised air conditioning on all buses before any further
fare increases would be approved.
Meanwhile in Rio’s favelas, precarious public security and police brutality
provided a second significant flashpoint for protests that soon escalated
into violence. In July 2013, a bricklayer and neighborhood leader,
Amarildo de Souza, from Rocinha, the largest favela in Rio de Janeiro,
went missing after being arrested by the police officers of Rocinha’s UPP
(Police Pacification Unit) police station. 2 (Bowater 2014) After public
protests garnered media attention, an investigation found that Amarildo
had been beaten to death by police from the Rocinha UPP. His family had
initially been told that Amarildo had been released; his body was never
recovered. The disappearance of Amarildo became the first of a series of
catalysts for working class indignation over ongoing police brutality. The
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death in police custody in April 2014 of Douglas Rafael da Silva Pareira, a
well-liked professional dancer and resident of the favela of PavãoPavãozinho on a hillside above Copacabana, sparked more popular fury,
protests, and police repression. (BBC News 2014a)
In the midst of the rising tensions prior to the World Cup, citizen
journalists captured raw imagery of the protests at ground level. Groups
such as Basta TV (Enough TV) and Mídia Ninja (Ninja Media) activist
collective recorded footage and organized the collation and distribution
of clips on YouTube, making sure that the actions of both protestors and
police were highly visible. These groups make a point of highlighting
instances of police provocation of protestors and the use of excessive
force by police. At the same time a loosely organized coalition of
anarchists calling themselves the Black Blocs (inspired by similar groups
that were particularly visible in Europe during the 2008–09 financial crisis)
arrived on the scene to complicate the story. Masked Black Bloc members
took the lead in acts of vandalism and police provocation during many of
the demonstrations. The result was growing resentment and anger on
both sides of the protests. Those with serious social policy demands
complained that the police were provoking violence and using excessive
force to quell legitimate and essentially peaceful social action. And the
police alleged that the protests are being organized and lead by groups
whose main goals are violence, destruction, and disruption and that these
activists need to be dealt with severely. Indeed in the wake of a protest in
April 2014 in Rio de Janeiro during which TV cameraman Santiago
Andrade was mortally wounded by a bomb thrown by a protestor, police
and politicians started calling for harsh sentences for protestors deemed
by the police to be instigators of violence. (BBC News 2014b)
Early on in year of protests, groups demanding social policy
improvements gathered behind the slogan: “Sem direitos, não vai ter
Copa! (Without rights, there will be no [World] Cup!)”
In the intervening months, the slogan and the protestors’ attitudes
hardened to simply, “Não vai ter Copa! (There will be no Cup!)” And in
response, the attitude of the state security apparatus hardened too. A
month before the World Cup is set to begin, it appeared that further
protests were inevitable.
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Figure 4. Protestors on December 10, 2013

Source: Ciro Barros, “Quem Grita ‘Não vai ter Copa?’” Violes, accessed May 4, 2014,
http://grupovioles.blogspot.com/2014/03/artigo-quem-grita-nao-vai-ter-copa.html

At the same time, every effort was being made by security forces and the
government to deliver a World Cup event that had an appearance of
order and calm, even as police repression escalated away from the public
eye. (Barros 2014)

3.2 SOCIAL FACTORS FUELING PUBLIC DEMANDS
Stepping back from the imagery of street protests and the story of citizen
journalists holding a spotlight on police action, what is the policy story
behind these protests? As is always the case in Brazil’s complicated
history, the plots are many and interwoven. Nonetheless, a significant
theme is the state’s failure to deliver equality of services and opportunity
to Brazil’s poorest and in particular to the young adults of Brazil’s major
urban centers. Two main strands emerge in this story, with neoliberalism
as the backstory: on the one hand Brazil has seen a rise in working-class
expectations while on the other, high levels of unemployment and
inactivity among young adults (those age 15 to 24) frustrate their dreams
of a better life.
During the 2000s, rising spending on education delivered better
outcomes and raised expectations amongst the working-class young that
they would find high quality jobs and be able to rise above their parents’
place in Brazilian society. At the same time, a credit bubble particularly
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among the working poor brought rising access to consumer goods
previously reserved for the middle class. It became common for even the
simplest working-class homes to boast a range of consumer durables —
flat-screen televisions, air conditioners, computers, video games,
microwave ovens, and washers. Though their parents’ bills for these
haven’t yet been paid, for young working-class school leavers, these
goods gave them a sense that their class was on the way up. But youth
labor market factors have proved an obstacle to their aspirations.
For the past 70 years, Brazil has had moderately strong labor protections
embedded in law and updated in the 1988 constitution. However these
laws have had the perverse effect of making employers reluctant to hire
young, inexperienced workers, especially those from disadvantaged
backgrounds whose education has often been inadequate, and in
particular young women. In its 2013 report, Investing in Youth: Brazil, the
OECD noted that:
[Y]oung people in Brazil face significant labour market difficulties: they
are over three times more likely to be unemployed than adults; the
proportion of youth neither in employment, nor in education or training
(NEET) is higher than in OECD countries; a very large portion of the
unemployed have been out of a job for a year or more; the quality of
jobs held by youth is often poor; job turnover high; and strong
inequalities persist along gender, geographical and racial lines. (OECD
2014) (Emphasis added.)

With little state support for employers to take a chance on these workers
and in the absence of a well-established apprenticeship system, young
and especially economically disadvantaged workers often spend long
periods unemployed and/or inactive before finding a foothold in the
labor market. When rates of inactive young workers are taken together
with the youth unemployment rate, 18.9% of the youth of Brazil (ages 15–
24) find themselves in the NEET category, excluded from the labor force
even as the unemployment rate amongst older adults remains below
international levels.
The rate of NEET varies both from region to region and between ethnic
groups and socioeconomic groups. Overall, among the bottom quintile
of the population, the NEET rate stands at 33%. A full third of young
people from the most disadvantaged segment of Brazilian society,
precisely those living in favelas and subúrbios, have limited prospects, no
means of earning, and too much time on their hands in which to reflect
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on the ways that the government has signally failed to meet their
expectations and the expectations of their families, neighbors and class.
Meanwhile, among the top quintile, only 10% of youth are NEET. (See the
right-hand section of Figure 6.) Small wonder that outbreaks of protest
and violence have erupted around issues of greatest concern to poor
youth.

Figure 5. NEET rates by Brazilian state and OECD area, 2012. (Percentage
of population aged 15–24)

Source: OECD, Investing in Youth: Brazil, Paris: Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, 2014, http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/content/book/9789264208988en.

The OECD report highlights a number of policy changes needed to
address the demands of young workers from disadvantaged
backgrounds.
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Figure 6. Socio-demographic disparities in youth labor market outcomes,
2002 and 2012 (percentage of youth aged 15–24 who are NEET)

Source: OECD, “Investing in Youth: Brazil,” Paris: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2014, http://www.oecdilibrary.org/content/book/9789264208988-en.

Above all, Brazil needs to make significant investments in its human
capital if it is to avoid social upheaval by:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Addressing inequities in the distribution of education spending across
regions and across socioeconomic groups,
Addressing the generally poor quality of public primary and secondary
education by: increasing the desirability of teaching as a profession to
attract better teachers; increasing the hours of schooling per day; and
improving the quality and relevance of the curriculum,
Redressing the imbalance in education spending so that a greater
percentage is spent on K–12 and vocational education compared to
university education,
Making sure that more low income young people are prepared for
and have access to higher education, whether this be university
education or advanced vocational training,
Providing better employment preparation for school leavers, ranging
from help with writing a CV and interviewing to learning the soft skills
needed in the growing service sector,
Implementing apprenticeship and incentive programs to encourage
employers to hire young people, to train them, and to commit to
retaining them in the workforce,
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•

Offering entrepreneurship training to give young people the skills to
begin to become their own bosses.

I would add that serious attention needs to be paid to public safety
failings in favelas and subúrbios so that idle young adults are not driven
to violence by repressive police action.
On their own, these efforts may not be enough. Macroeconomic factors
are always a major determinant of unemployment levels and this is
especially true for unemployment among the young. Brazil’s economic
growth recovered quickly from the global financial crisis of 2008–09 and
has generally remained strong over the past 12 years. Now that Brazil’s
economy is open to world markets, floods of foreign direct investment
have pushed up the Real against the dollar, thus making Brazil’s exports
less competitive and undermining the country’s manufacturing base.
Labor demand has seen a decline in manufacturing jobs while (lowerquality) service sector jobs increase. These trends, felt worldwide in
industrialized economies, require a stronger, more interventionist
response from governments. In Brazil in mid 2014, it is clear that more
effective policies are urgently needed, if the country is to avoid turning
the current generation of school leavers into a restless mass of disaffected
quasi-citizens who have nothing to lose from taking their disillusionment
to the streets in Black Bloc-style protests.

C ONCLUSION
Brazil saw rapid rises in inequality between 1984 and 1990, coincident
with the country’s move towards neoliberalism, though it could be argued
in Brazil’s case that this rise was a direct result of economic and financial
crisis rather than of neoliberalism itself. The country’s eventual adoption
of social democratic policies saw a decline in inequality from 2002–12,
bringing the country down from the record highs of inequality it had seen
in the 1990s. But Brazil now faces a difficult moment in its history as
disaffected young people threaten to make their anger over inequality of
opportunity heard. I suggest that we are at a crucial moment, where
Brazil’s government must seize the initiative and respond to popular
outrage at high inequality or risk destabilization.
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N OTES

1

In Rio de Janeiro, bus fares stood at R$2.75 per ride (about US$1.40) in May of
2013. In June 2013, fares were increased to R$3.00. After mass protests, this
increase was quickly rescinded but will take effect in 2014. With the
minimum wage at R$724 per month in 2014, two bus rides per day
represents a monthly expenditure of about R$120, or 16% of a month’s
salary for those on minimum wage. Many of those living in the periphery
take several bus rides each day. Two bus rides each way would eat up 33%
of the month’s wage. Similar bus fare increases proposed in São Paulo and
other major Brazilian cities sparked similar protests to those that occurred in
Rio de Janeiro. (Brazilian Government 2013)

2

UPP stands for Unidade de Polícia Pacificadora, Police Pacification Unit. Started
in 2008, the effort to “pacify” Rio de Janeiro’s favelas was a combined
security/social services operation aimed at reducing drug trafficking and the
hold that drug barons had over the favelas. The goal of the program was to
pacify 40 neighborhoods ahead of the World Cup, driving out drug gangs
and installing police stations manned by officers who would be accepted
and supported by the community. In practice, although initial pacification
raids appeared to be successful, over time, police corruption and brutality
have led to a repudiation of the UPPs, which have become a focus for
protests against police brutality.
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